Care
Package

A Conversation with OAO's Craig Leshen
by Rob Beeler

Our expansion of services didn’t stop when the pandemic hit.
We knew we had to do something more to help.

a

couple of weeks ago, I conducted a survey of ad
operations people inquiring about how busy they
were heading into Q4. The answer of course is that
they were very busy. I would say in some cases TOO busy. It
was a bit distressing to hear people say that they were working
an extra 10 hours a week during this time.
One of the questions asked in the survey was regarding what
types of solutions they were in the process of looking at. It
was no surprise to me that people mentioned “identity” and
“revenue generating partners.” Identity is looking ahead, but
publishers want, or better, need revenue now.
True story: I was thinking about what to do with this
information when I received an email announcing the “OAO
Care Package.” The care package consists of OAO (Outsourced
Ad Ops) partners and proprietary technology that they can
quickly and easily enable, which generate additional revenue
for publishers. I read the email, sent Craig Leshen, President
of OAO, a note, and we had the following conversation:
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rob beeler : Craig, talk to me about the genesis of the
OAO Care Package.
craig Leshen: The pandemic hit and it's changed
a lot of things. It’s changed how we work. It’s changed how
advertisers spend. It’s put a lot of strain on publishers in an
unprecedented way. We care about our clients, and we wanted
to help.
We live, breathe, and eat ad ops all day, every day. Publishers
rely on ad ops to handle the task at hand, but also to support
their businesses and help define the way to best navigate the
road ahead. We started off as an ad trafficking company 17
years ago, but we have grown substantially, and now offer
so much more than that. The mentality is: come to us with
nothing and we can provide you with the full ad ops stack, or
come to us with part of the ad ops stack in place and we’ll
complete it for you. Our expansion of services didn’t stop
when the pandemic hit. We knew we had to do something
more to help.

It was key from the start that we had to focus on helping
publishers get through the year, and better said, as long as the
pandemic affected them. That meant we needed to generate
additional revenue for them, however we wanted to solve for
the fact that a lot of methods for generating revenue are hard
to implement, and take time to start to work well. We know
the technology landscape, advise our clients on the solutions
they should look at on a regular basis, and we build our own
technology where we see a need. With that, we crafted a plan
focused on what we thought publishers could benefit from,
would be able to utilize at little to no cost, and would require
little to no operational expense to them.

R B:

What was the vetting process for selecting partners?

CL : In terms of evaluating potential partners, we started
to ask some questions: how much development work will this
result in for publishers? How much operational maintenance
will there be, or will this require? How much is it going to cost
them? How long will it take to deploy? How long will it take us
to go through a contract process with the prospective partner?
Time was critical, at that point more than it ever had been.
Beyond partnerships, the OAO Care Package also includes our
own proprietary technology and tools which help generate
revenue and streamline a publisher’s ad operations.
It took a lot to organize and pull all the pieces together. It took
time, but we had to dot the i’s and cross the t’s in order to get
it just right. We started testing components of the OAO Care
Package with clients in July and announced the official launch
of the OAO Care Package in September.

R B: Walk me through some of the solutions you landed on.
CL : OAO Alpha Video is the new evolution of the original
OAO Alpha product we developed. Since its inception, OAO
Alpha has gone through a number of iterations and in the
new offering, OAO Alpha Video brings a slew of video
demand, direct deals, and technologies together, in an auction
environment, and deploys them via an ad tag that gets
trafficked into a publisher’s ad server. It fills their inventory;
it adds competition for the other sources they already have
in place, and generates more revenue for their valuable video
impressions.
Beyond partnerships, the OAO Care Package
also includes our own proprietary technology
and tools which help generate revenue and
streamline a publisher’s ad operations.
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OAO EAC is a product we developed to help streamline the
way publishers serve and manage ads in newsletters. I’ve
described it in lots of ways, but think of it as middleware that
sits between Google Ad Manager and your newsletter, allowing
campaigns to be trafficked, managed, and reported on within
Ad Manager. No additional email ad servers are necessary.
Publishers can serve sponsorships, which was our main goal
when developing OAO EAC, but we continued to develop the
product so they could offer publishers more functionality.
They can now extend their ROS inventory, serve geo-targeted

Intowow´s Yieldbooster uses proprietary technology to
increase ad yield from AdX. The setup process is simple, and
publishers see a significant revenue “boost” within hours of
implementation. They're very technically savvy, keep up on all
the latest auction mechanics, and are always improving their
product.
We have other long standing partnerships with Ad-Juster, now
part of DoubleVerify, to assist with analytics and reporting,
and Distroscale to add even more video revenue into the mix.

R B : Are you done?
It’s also worth noting that publishers can elect
to utilize one, some, or all of the products or
services from the OAO Care Package. It’s all
about the publisher.

campaigns, serve audience targeted campaigns, and more. They
can rotate ads from Ad Manager in their newsletters. They can
shift direct sold campaigns, with email friendly creative, into
their newsletters as if they were served on the site. As a bonus,
doing so frees up more impressions on site, in app, etc., for
them to fill with AdX and Open Bidding, Header Bidding, and
other programmatic technologies or sources. All of the above
helps publishers generate more revenue, streamline their ad
ops, and, if they’re currently using another email ad server,
then it’s possible they can save on their email ad serving costs
by moving to OAO EAC.
We’ve partnered with Magnite (formerly The Rubicon Project)
to enable publishers to easily deploy, configure, and optimize
a prebid-based header bidding solution, Magnite Demand
Manager, resulting in greater operational efficiencies and
significant revenue uplift. Prebid is tough for a lot of publishers
to deploy and maintain. Our partnership with Magnite helps
to ease the deployment process, and we can then manage it
for them, so it doesn’t require additional overhead for the
publisher.

CL: Nope, but for now
that list is what comes with
the OAO Care Package.
We’re working through
the contract process with
a few more prospective
partners, each of whom
can provide considerable value, increased revenue, and/or
operational time or cost savings for publishers. It’s also worth
noting that publishers can elect to utilize one, some, or all of
the products or services from the OAO Care Package. It’s all
about the publisher. We’re trying to find ways to help, and if
one, some, or all of the above is a fit for them, then we’ve done
our job.
R B : Got it. Why call it a “Care Package”?
CL:

It’s simple. Ad Ops people care about the companies

they work for. They put in long hours. They tackle the task
at hand and then some. They interact with multiple divisions
and groups across their companies, and are responsible for
handling so much every day. They wouldn’t do it if they didn’t
care. That’s what ad ops does. They care. At OAO, we might
not sit under the same roof as our clients, but we care just the
same. We’re Ad Ops. It’s what we do.

Contact sales@adops.com to learn more about the OAO Care Package.
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